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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

JAN20 1290 5 1287 1285 1290 MAR20 112,15 -0,80 113,40 111,35 112,15

MAR20 1313 -6 1316 1311 1319 MAY20 114,45 -0,80 115,70 113,70 114,45

MAY20 1331 -6 1335 1329 1337 JUL20 116,75 -0,80 118,10 116,00 116,75

JUL20 1352 -6 1353 1350 1358 SEP20 118,85 -0,80 120,00 118,10 118,85

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1330-15 & 1265
Resistances: 1370, 1410-25, 1465-80 & 1510

New York ICE:

Supports: 115,00-113,50
Resistencias: 119,00, 123,50, 127,75, 133,25 & 
142,25
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

€/US$ rate

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

In its first preliminary projection for crop year 2020/21, the Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) pegged coffee production for the new season

at 56.4 million, up 12.9% on year, but far below a record 59.9 million bags estimated for 2018. Arabica crop will be in an on-year and is seen at 42.2 million
bags, up 22% on year, versus 44.9 million in 2018/19. Robusta production is expected to decrease by 7.7% to 14.2 million bags, due to low prices leading to

reduced crop care. Anyway, we must mention that most sources expect figures above 60 million bags.

Brazilian officials just delivered a more pessimistic coffee outlook than the views of many traders after irregular rain and heat hurt flowering and last year’s giant

crop strained robusta trees. The biggest coffee-exporting nation will harvest 59.6 million bags this year, according to the midpoint in the latest range given by
government agency Conab. While that’s 21% higher than last year as crops move into the higher-yielding stage in a two-year cycle, it’s well short of the 65

million average estimate in a Bloomberg survey. Conab’s midpoint would also mean Brazilian production falls short of the record 61.7 million bags reaped in
2018. Still, the agency’s projection exceeds the 56.4 million estimated by the Brazilian Institute of Geography & Statistics.

Brazilian exporters believe they will increase their already large share in the global coffee trade in 2020, possibly exporting more than the record 2019 volume,
due to an expected fall in output coming from other producing countries. Brazilian exports of green coffee reached 36.6 million bags in 2019, a 14.8% increase

from the previous year to an all-time peak, exporters association Cecafé said in a report on Wednesday. Cecafé’s president Nelson Carvalhaes said the Industry
Group expects to export a slightly larger volume in 2020, despite current low stocks in Brazil that could limit shipments until June 2020 when the new crop starts

to reach warehouses. Carvalhaes said other producing countries, mainly in Central America, will struggle to increase output because the long period of low
prices led farmers to cut crop care. Brazil increased its share in global coffee trade from 29% to 31.6% in 2019, according to Cecafé. The United States was the
main destination of Brazilian coffee last year, buying 7.86 million bags, 24% more than in 2018. The country, the world’s largest coffee consumer, accounts for

one fourth of all Brazilian sales.

The United Arab Emirates were one of the countries that saw too one of the highest increases in purchases of coffee from Brazil in 2019, up 21.8% in volume
from 2018, grossing 139,426 bags. The Arab countries as a bloc also saw an increase in imported volume, to 1,780,459 bags, up 4.9% from 2018. The Arab

countries accounted for 4.4% of the Brazilian coffee exports last year.

As of Jan 10th, 75% of the volume harvested was sold, up from 60% of 2018-19 crop y/y, University of Sao Paulo research arm Cepea said in a report.

It is raining regularly since beginning of January. There is a wet front coming from South bringing more rains to the coffee areas in Minas Gerais. Additional

rains will fall over the Southeast areas until the end of the month, especially concentrated at the end of January.

The Dollar exchange rate ranged this week between BR$4,09 and BR$4,20.

While harvesting of Robusta was completed in key growing provinces, Lam Dong remains unfinished due to late cherry ripening.

Vietnam Customs reported December exports at 188,246 tons of coffee, significantly increased from previous month with 66.8% in volume and 66.9% in value.

For calendar year 2019, the country exported 1.653 million tons worth of US$2.854 billion, dropped 11.9% in volume and 19.3% in value year on year.

Tet shall commence officially from 23rd to 29th January but as a custom, business will slow down one week before and after.

Coffee farmers in Vietnam have almost finished harvesting the 2019-20 crop as of January 15th, according to the median estimate of 13 analysts and traders

surveyed by Bloomberg News. Here the main data surveyed:

- Production estimated at 1.8 million tons compared with estimate of 1.84 million in previous survey.
- Beans are smaller than those in the last crop because planters didn’t add as much fertilizers and water as needed due to low prices.
- Growers have probably sold 40% of harvested beans by January 15th compared with 35% a year earlier and 5-year average.

- Farmers’ sales may reach 50% of the crop before Tet compared with 60% a year earlier.
- 1Q exports are likely to be 85% of those a year earlier if prices stay low.

The National Coffee Growers Federation in Colombia have reported that the country’s coffee production for the month of December was 397,000 bags or

30.94% higher than the same month last year, at a total of 1,680,000 bags. This has contributed to the countries cumulative production for the first three
months of the present October 2019 to September 2020 coffee year to be 86,000 bags or 24.15% higher than the same period in the previous coffee year, at a

total of 4,555,000 bags. The National Coffee Growers Federation in Colombia have also reported that the country’s coffee exports for the month of December
were 44,000 bags or 3.3% higher than the same month last year, at a total of 1,378,000 bags. This has contributed to the country’s cumulative coffee exports
for the first three months of the present October 2019 to September 2020 coffee year to be 120,000 bags or 3.28% higher than the same period in the previous

coffee year, at a total of 3,783,000 bags.

Coffee production in Honduras fell by 0.4 million bags to a total of 7.2 million in 2018/19, after hitting an all-time high of 7.7 million in 2016/17. During that
year Honduras had overtaken Ethiopia as the third-largest arabica producer worldwide.

India - New crop Arabica arrivals in the local market still remains very limited. Considering the possibility of Export incentive being revised lower by about 2.5%

with effect from April 2020, FOB offers for April onwards shipments are much higher. Weather in the past few days remained conducive for harvesting and
drying, this may help in improving the new crop arrivals in about 1- or 2-weeks’ time.

Ethiopia - The Ethiopian Coffee and Tea Authority has issued a new directive to regulate exportable coffees’ minimum price on the grounds of the global
weighted average. Coming into effect on the 10th of January 2020, the new directive called “Export Coffee Contract Administration” will determine the minimum

selling price of coffees through everyday price analysis that involves both the Authority and the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE). The aim, as per the Coffee
Authority, is to prevent under invoicing and contract defaults that have been hampering the performance of the coffee export sector.

Nestlé announced it has launched Roastelier, a compact coffee-roasting solution that will allow baristas to unlock and simplify the art of roasting in the shop.

Passionate coffee consumers will now be able to experience the roasting process in their neighborhood café and will get to taste customized coffee blends made
with freshly roasted beans. Thanks to Roastelier, passionate baristas are able to provide an authentic and complete coffee experience, including roasting,

allowing for ultimate freshness. The Roastelier solution includes a range of top grade arabica coffees sourced from select coffee growing regions around the
world.

Coffee giant Starbucks expanded its at-home coffee portfolio in the US by launching several new products in partnership with Swiss food giant Nestle. The new
products will be available nationwide in grocery stores starting February. The new products include Cold Brew Concentrate, Fresh Brew Coffee, Starbucks Coffee
with Essential Vitamins, Starbucks Coffee with Golden Turmeric, and Starbucks Coffee with 2X Caffeine.
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1,10865 1,11024 1,10823

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

EURUSD remains in the same range around 1.1100 (currently at 1.1090) and EURGBP at 0.8550 - pending confirmation of the Brexit dates.

US Real Estate market figures pushed the greenback upside and the euro down. The beginnings of housing construction rosed in the US by 16.9% in December, 

although construction permits fell by 3.9%.

The counterpoint came from industrial production that fell 0.3% in December, with consumer confidence being better than expected in January.

This week the highlight is the ECB meeting on Thursday - no changes in monetary policy are expected. We will follow Largarde's speech in case she can advance 

any fiscal pressure in Europe.

The Green Coffee Association of the U.S.A. have announced that the countries port warehouse stocks decreased by 89,142 bags or 1.29% during the month

of December, to register these stocks at 6,834,695 bags at the end of the month.

The Certified washed Arabica coffee stocks held against the New York exchange were seen to increase by 11,503 bags this week; to register these stocks
at 2,090,148 bags, with 88.6% of these certified stocks being held in Europe at a total of 1,851,183 bags and the remaining 11.4% being held in the USA at a
total of 238,965 bags.
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